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ABSTRACT Smart manufacturing is transforming the manufacturing industry by enhancing productivity
and quality, driving growth in the global economy. The Internet of Things (IoT) has played a crucial
role in realizing Industry 4.0, where machines can communicate and interact in real-time. Despite these
advancements, security remains a major challenge in developing and deploying smart manufacturing.
As cyber-attacks become more prevalent, researchers are making security a top priority. Although IoT and
Industrial IoT (IIoT) are used to establish smart industries, these systems remain vulnerable to various types
of attacks. To address these security issues, numerous authentication methods have been proposed. However,
many of these methods are vulnerable to known attacks, such as physical security, privileged-insider, and
impersonation attacks, or have high computational and communication costs, making them unsuitable for
resource-limited IoT devices. Therefore, in this paper, we present a new approach to mutual authentication
between the flexible manufacturing system unit, the user, and the server. It enables secure communication
in an IIoT-enabled system, which represents the smart manufacturing industry. This security is achieved
through the establishment of session keys. Our proposed scheme demonstrates robust resistance against
various security attacks, outperforming existing schemes. Although the communication overhead is slightly
higher compared to some benchmark schemes, this trade-off is justified by the significant security advantages
it offers. Overall, our scheme strikes a balance, providing superior security and competitive performance.

INDEX TERMS Smart manufacturing, security, authentication, Internet of Things, resource-limited IoT
devices, mutual authentication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Technological advancements and digital connectivity in man-
ufacturing open the way for a smart industry or industry 4.0.
Smart industry combines different advanced technologies and
solutions related to computing, manufacturing, connectivity,
virtualization, and data handling. These technologies include
Internet of Things (IoT), cyber-physical systems (CPS),
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artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), Big
data analytics, cloud computing, advanced robotics and
automation, additive manufacturing/3D printing, augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR), digital twin, blockchain,
edge computing, and cybersecurity as shown in Fig. 1. Smart
industry, through the integration of advanced technologies,
plays a vital role in smart manufacturing by enhancing
productivity, reducing operational costs, improving qual-
ity, and promoting sustainable and efficient production
processes [1].
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FIGURE 1. Components of smart industry.

Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) considered as the
first generation technology that set the foundation of smart
industry by introducing flexibility, integration, automation
and connectivity into the production process. FMS paved the
path for advanced technologies such as AI, IoT, cybersecurity
and cloud computing to further increase the efficiency and
performance of modern manufacturing systems [2].

An FMS is computer controlled manufacturing system
designed to adjust the variations in the volume and type of the
product being manufactured. FMS has the ability to produce
variety of parts with minimum human intervention. The
components of FMS include workstations, material handling
system, computer control system, tool management system,
automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS), and sensors
and data collection devices. Workstations are equipped with
computer numerical control (CNC) machines, robots, and
other automated equipment. Based on the number of CNC
machine workstations, FMS is further classified as flexible
manufacturing cell (FMC) and single machine cell (SMC).
SMC has one CNC machine workstation, whereas FMC
comprises up to three CNCmachines workstations. FMS con-
tains more than three CNC machines workstations. Material
handling system is responsible for transporting workpieces,
tools and parts within the FMS. Robots, Automated Guided
vehicles (AGVs), conveyors and other automated devices
are used for this purpose. Computer control system contains
the central computer that manages, control and coordinates
all the operations within the FMS. It manages the routing,
scheduling, and coordination of workpieces and materials
within the system. It controls the directs operations at the
workstations, material handling system and AS/RS. Tool
management system manages the tools used at the required
workstation. It is responsible for monitoring and maintaining

FIGURE 2. Generic model of FMS.

the use and inventory of tools and ensures the availability
of right tool when needed. An AS/RS is responsible for
providing the automated storage and retrieval of workpieces,
tools, and other parts. It may contain shelves, racks, or other
automated devices such as shuttles or robots for retrieving
materials when required. Sensors and data collection devices
are applicable to collect data on different parameters such
as machine status, production rates, quality measurements,
and other related information. This data is used to monitor,
control, and optimize the manufacturing processes [3], [4].

The components of FMS interact with each other through
central computer, which controls and coordinates all the oper-
ations. The central computer receives data from sensors and
data collection devices, monitors the status of workstations
andmachines, andmake decisions on routing, scheduling and
other operations to optimize the manufacturing. Based on the
instructions from the central computer, the material handling
system moves work pieces, tools, and materials among
different workstations. Based on the production schedule and
other instructions from the central computer, workstations
perform the manufacturing operations on the work pieces
using the tools provided by the tool management system.
Based on the requirements of the manufacturing processes,
the AS/RS system provides automated storage and retrieval of
materials as needed [5]. The generic model of FMS is shown
in Fig. 2.

While FMS offer numerous advantages, they also possess
certain drawbacks. The limitations of FMS are as follow [6]:

• High initial cost: Implementation of FMS involves a
significant initial investment in terms of purchasing and
installing the automated machines, material handling
system and the control system.

• Complex integration: An FMS is highly complex system
that demands skilled personnel to design, operate,
maintain, and software integration.

• Limited flexibility: While FMS is designed to provide
maximum possible flexibility, but its flexibility is not
unlimited. It can handle variations in product design,
process, and production volume, but major changes may
require rapid retooling or reprogramming.

• Technological obsolescence: Automation technologies
used in FMS are continuously evolving and new
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FIGURE 3. Generic model of IIoT system.

advancements are constantly emerging. It can lead to
technological obsolescence, where the components of
FMSmay unsupported or outdated over time. Moreover,
if a single machine or the control system in FMS
fails, it can render the entire production process. This
requires to have robust maintenance program and
reliable equipment.

• Long setup time:While FMS aims to minimize the setup
times, the initial setup of the system can be lengthy,
specifically during programming and configuration of
the machines.

FMS can be converted to Industrial IoT (IIoT)-enabled
system by assessment and connectivity to make the system
more efficient, enabling the smart manufacturing industry [7].
IIoT considered as the second generation of smart industry,
building on the foundation laid by FMS to create even more
responsive and efficient manufacturing processes. IIoT is the
subset of IoT specifically implemented in industrial areas.
IIoT refers to the integration of physical assets, machines,
and industrial systems with network-connected sensors, data
storage, and analytics platform to gather, analyze, and
act upon data in real-time. IIoT-enabled systems allow
for the collection analysis of significant data in real-time
from various sources across the entire industrial ecosystem.
This results in better optimization of processes, predictive
maintenance, energy efficiency, and decision making [8], [9].

IIoT forms an essential part of smart industry, where
the integration of digital and physical worlds creates more
intelligent and interconnected manufacturing systems. IIoT-
enabled system is better than FMS due to following
reasons: remote access, real-time monitoring and control,
interconnectivity, scalability and flexibility, cost and energy
efficiency, and predictive maintenance [2].

The generic model of IIoT is shown in Fig. 3. It contains
the four parts, the description of each part is as follows:
Sensors/Devices are the physical devices that help to collect
data from the environment. In the connectivity part, the

collected data is sent to data processing system. This is
accomplished through different connectivity technologies
such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, cellular network, or wired con-
nections. After reaching the data to its required destination,
it needs to be processed in data processing section. This
is achieved on local edge computing devices or in the
cloud. The processing may involve the inspection of data for
anomalies, running predictive algorithms, or aggregating the
data for further analysis. After processing the data, the results
need to be presented to the end user in the user interface
section. This may involve the dashboard displaying key
metrics, visualizations or automated reports in a digestible
format [10].

Let’s consider a use case scenario of remote monitoring
of a manufacturing industry’s production line containing
FMS through IoT. The sensors equipped in the production
line CNC machines collect all the required data like
temperature, pressure, speed, vibration, acoustic noise, light
intensity, product dimensions, weight, flow rate, machine
vision inspection, energy consumption, wear and tear, and
operational time. Then the data is sent in real-time over a Wi-
Fi network to a cloud-based data processing system. After
that, the data is processed in real- time to check for anomalies
that may indicate a problem. For example, a sudden increase
in machine temperature or vibration indicate excessive wear
and tear. In case of any potential issues, the manager can
remotely shut down the machine to prevent damage or
schedule maintenance to sort out the issue.

The design requirements for the IIoT system to mitigate
the threats and ensure functionality and efficiency are as
follow:

• Mutual authentication: In an IIoT environment, enti-
ties involved in communication must mutually authenti-
cate each other during the authenticated key agreement
(AKA) procedure to verify their legitimacy and the
integrity of exchanged messages. Failure to ensure
mutual authentication can compromise the security and
trustworthiness of the system.

• Confidentiality:Maintaining confidentiality of the ses-
sion key generated through AKA procedure is important
to limit access only to communicating entities and
preserve the confidentiality of communication.

• Untraceability: Ensuring untraceability of the AKA
message from potential adversaries’ perspective is
crucial for maintaining the security and privacy of the
system.

• Anonymity: Protecting the real identities of communi-
cating entities is essential to maintaining anonymity and
preserving the confidentiality and privacy of communi-
cation.

• Resistance to potential security attacks: Ensuring that
the security scheme is resistant to common attacks such
as man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks, replay attacks,
ephemeral secret leakage (ESL) attacks, impersonation
attacks, and physical attacks. It is necessary to maintain
the security and trustworthiness of the system.
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• Minimizing overheads in AKA procedure: Designing
the AKA procedure to minimize communication and
computational overheads is crucial in improving the
system’s performance and scalability, reducing the risk
of security vulnerabilities, and ensuring that the system
can handle larger amounts of data and tasks without
compromising its efficiency.

To ensure the security, privacy, and efficiency of IIoT
systems, it is crucial to adhere to the design requirements
outlined above. In response, several studies have proposed
AKA schemes that meet these requirements while accounting
for the unique challenges and specifications of the IIoT
environment. In the following section, we provide a review
and analysis of some of these proposed AKA schemes,
examining their efficacy in fulfilling the design requirements
for IIoT systems.

A. RELATED WORK
In recent years, there has been a surge in the development
of authentication protocols tailored specifically for IoT
environments, with the primary goal of improving both
privacy and security. These schemes are designed to ensure
secure communication and thwart known attacks. To achieve
this, they employ a range of verification methods, including
smart cards, passwords, and biometrics, to authenticate user
legitimacy. Wireless sensor networks are crucial components
in the IIoT and play a pivotal role in smart manufacturing
systems. As such, they require robust security mechanisms to
protect against malicious actors seeking to disrupt operations,
steal sensitive data, or cause other forms of damage.

Choudhary et al. proposed a key exchange model and
a lightweight mutual authentication protocol for IIoT users
in [11]. Their proposed approach offers several secu-
rity features, including data integrity, confidentiality, and
anonymity, while also safeguarding against common attacks
like modification, replay, and man-in-the-middle. However,
despite these advantages, the protocol may still be vulnerable
to internal security risks within IIoT networks.

Fang et al. [12] thoroughly examines various IIoT
control systems and their associated challenges, as well
as the security vulnerabilities in detail. The diversity and
complexity of the protocols make it difficult for existing
efforts to implement a uniform security mechanism for IIoT
control systems. However, Fang et al. does not provide a
comprehensive framework or secure authentication protocol
to address these security threats.

Rafique et al. [13] addressed a crucial challenge in
the IIoT: ensuring secure data transmission. To tackle this
challenge, they proposed a multifactor AKA scheme that
balanced robust security with consideration for resource-
constrained environments. The key contribution of their
proposed scheme is the use of symmetric cryptography,
bitwise XOR operations, and hash functions to create a
secure system that was well-suited for resource-constrained
environments, enabling legitimate users to access sensing
devices remotely without sacrificing security. However, their

proposed scheme is vulnerable to smart card/device loss
attacks and does not offer user anonymity and untraceability
features.

Eldefrawy et al. [14] also put forth a user authentication
scheme for IIoT systems. Although their proposed scheme
was highly efficient in terms of computational and com-
munication requirements but lacked mutual authentication
between users and sensor nodes/smart devices within the
system.

Harishma et al. [15] devised a solution aimed at ensuring
secure data transmission within heterogeneous CPS. Despite
the potential of their proposed scheme, it was found to
have vulnerabilities to ESL attacks when operating under
the CK-adversary model. Additionally, the scheme does not
provide the ability to dynamically add new IoT smart devices,
potentially limiting its practicality in real-world applications.

Chen et al. [16] proposed a user AKA scheme for IoT
environments. While the scheme demonstrated efficiency
in terms of communication and computation requirements,
it was discovered to have vulnerabilities to privileged insider
attacks and was lacking in untraceability.

In a nutshell, user authentication in IIoT and related
environments has become a crucial aspect for ensuring
security. Despite the abundance of existing schemes, many
are lacking in terms of modern security standards or
are simply not feasible for practical use. In this article,
we present a groundbreaking solution–a user authentication
scheme for smart manufacturing environments that not only
eliminates known security vulnerabilities but also offers
unparalleled levels of anonymity and untraceability for user,
server, and FMS unit. This means that even the most
advanced attackers will be unable to compromise the system
through various attack strategies or gain insight into network
traffic from legitimate users through statistical cryptanalysis.
Moreover, our solution provides robust physical security for
deployed FMS units and mobile devices, while maintaining
comparable computational and communication costs, making
it an ideal choice for real-time IIoT applications.

B. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
This paper presents the following key insights:

• Firstly, to enhance the security of smart manufacturing
industry, we propose a scheme that enables mutual
authentication and key agreement. The scheme involves
the server facilitating mutual authentication between the
FMS unit and user, as well as between the user and
server. This process establishes session keys between
the user and FMS unit, as well as between the user and
server.

• Secondly, the proposed scheme uses cryptographic
hash functions, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and
bitwise XOR operations in combination with physical
unclonable function (PUF) to protect against physical
tampering attacks and address resource constraints in
IIoT environments.
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TABLE 1. List of notations.

• Thirdly, the proposed scheme has been formally proven
secure under the extended random oracle model (ROR)
and demonstrated resistance against various attacks in
informal security analysis.

• Finally, after conducting an exhaustive comparison with
existing state-of-the-art user authentication schemes,
we have determined that our proposed scheme exhibits
superior performance.

C. PAPER OUTLINE
The structure of this article is as follows: Section II
presents background information crucial for understanding
the proposed scheme. Section III outlines the steps involved
in the proposed scheme. Section IV evaluates the security
of the proposed scheme. Section V compares the proposed
scheme with other existing schemes. Lastly, Section VI
summarizes the article.

II. BASIC PRELIMINARIES
This section provides the essential background information
required to understand the proposed scheme. In addition,
Table 1 presents a list of notations used throughout the paper.

A. NETWORK AND THREAT MODELS
1) NETWORK MODEL
In the proposed system model, three crucial components
contribute to setting up the IIoT environment, as depicted in
Fig. 4. These components are:

1) Users/Mobile terminals: Users can easily access the
FMS via Wifi and perform remote operations related
to FMS within a specific range.

2) FMS unit: Smart cards/Smart Wifi chips/Sensing
devices are embedded in the FMS to allow for easy
access through the server.

3) Server: The server serves as a trusted authority in the
system and securely registers both users and FMS units
offline.

To access the FMS, the user must first be registered
with the server. Communication between the FMS unit and

FIGURE 4. IIoT system for remote manufacturing control.

the user’s mobile terminal occurs via Wi-Fi, which enables
real-time access to data. This is particularly important in
manufacturing settings where delays can result in production
losses. Communication between the mobile terminal and the
server takes place over the Internet, which enhances the
system’s scalability and accessibility. By placing the user in
the middle of the architecture, the communication between
the user and the FMS unit is secured, preventing unauthorized
access to the data. The communication architecture is
designed to ensure that communication between the different
components is secure and reliable. The server facilitates
mutual authentication between the FMS unit and the mobile
terminal, as well as between the mobile terminal and the
server during the authentication process. Upon successful
mutual authentication and key establishment, the user can
access data captured by the sensing device/FMS to monitor
and regulate the manufacturing process.

As a practical example, the proposed architecture could be
used in a manufacturing setting to monitor and regulate the
production process remotely. The use of Wi-Fi for communi-
cation between the FMS unit and the user’s mobile terminal
allows for easy access to the data captured by the sensing
device, while the use of the Internet for communication
between the mobile terminal and the server provides the
ability to control and monitor the manufacturing process
from anywhere with Internet access. This demonstrates the
rationality of the communication architecture in enabling
secure and efficient communication between the different
components of the IIoT environment.

2) THREAT MODEL
Our authentication scheme employs the well-established
‘‘Dolev-Yao (DY) threat model’’ [17], which assumes the
adversary A has full control over the communication
channels and can perform actions, such as eavesdropping,
altering, deleting, or inserting false messages. The end-
point entities (FMS units and users) are not considered fully
trustworthy.

The ‘‘CK-adversary model’’ [18] is a common way to
model key exchange protocols. Within this particular model,
the adversary A has the capability to transmit messages,
akin to the DY model, while also having the ability to
infiltrate additional information, including session state,
private keys, and session keys. Ensuring security requires the
AKA protocol to restrict the impact of any leaked sensitive
information, like session ephemeral secrets or session keys,
on the confidentiality of other credentials used in the
communication.
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We assume that adversary A can physically capture some
FMS units, extract sensitive information from their memory,
and obtain credentials from a lost or stolen user mobile
terminal through power analysis attacks [19]. To enhance
security, the server is secured with a locking system, making
it harder to capture physically than FMS units. The server is
considered a trusted entity in the IIoT environment.

In our study, we utilize the assumptions made in
Amin et al.’s [20] scheme. These include the usage of dic-
tionary words as passwords and identities by legitimate users
in password-based authentication, the ability of adversary
A to individually guess a user’s password and identity, but
with the verification of both being computationally expensive
if proper procedures are in place, and the computational
difficulty in polynomial time of guessing high entropy secret
keys and nonces.

B. CRYPTOGRAPHICAL BUILDING BLOCKS
1) PHYSICALLY UNCLONABLE FUNCTION
A PUF utilizes the physical characteristics of a device to
produce a unique response for authentication and encryption
purposes. When presented with a challenge C , the PUF
generates a corresponding response R (R = PUF(C)) that
is specific to the device and can be employed as a secure
identifier or key.

Cryptographically, PUFs provide a secure and unique
method for generating keys and identifying devices. How-
ever, PUF responses may vary slightly due to environmental
noise, making them vulnerable to losing sensitive information
during critical operations. Recent research has focused on
developing stable, noise-resistant PUF designs to maintain a
low error rate under harsh conditions [21]. For the purpose
of this article, it is assumed that the FMS units and mobile
terminals have an ideal, noise-resistant PUF.

2) ELLIPTIC CURVE CRYPTOGRAPHY
ECC employs the mathematical principles of elliptic curves
to generate secure keys for encryption and decryption. These
curves are defined as a set of points (x, y) that satisfy the
equation y2 = x3 + ax + b, where a and b are constants.
In ECC, a private key is represented by a secret scalar value,
while a public key is represented by a point on the elliptic
curve. The mathematical computational problems of ECC are
as follows.

• The elliptic curve discrete logarithm (ECDL) problem
is a mathematical challenge that requires finding the
private key (scalar value) that corresponds to a known
public key on the elliptic curve. The problem is
equivalent to finding the integer n that satisfiesP = n·G,
where P is the public key,G is a pre-defined point on the
elliptic curve known as the generator point, and n is the
private key. ECDL is considered a difficult problem and
provides the foundation for the security of ECC.

• Elliptic curve computational Diffie-Hellman (ECCDH)
problem is a type of public key encryptionmethodwhere
two parties agree on a shared point on an elliptic curve,

and then use it to generate a shared secret that can be
used as a key for symmetric encryption. The shared
secret is computed as: S = (n1 ∗ n2)G, where n1 and
n2 are the private keys of the two parties, and G is the
shared point on the elliptic curve.

• Elliptic curve decisional Diffie-Hellman (ECDDH)
problem is a type of encryption that involves guessing
the shared secret produced by the ECCDH algorithm.
The ECDDH problem is equivalent to the problem of
given two public keys, P1 = n1 · G and P2 = n2 · G,
and a shared point G, finding the value of the shared
secret S = (n1 ∗ n2)G. Solving the ECDDH problem is
considered hard, and provides the basis for the security
of the ECCDH encryption scheme.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Our proposed security solution for smart manufacturing
environments aims to restrict access to deployed FMS units
to only authorized users. The solution is based on the robust
combination of the secure hash algorithm (SHA-256), ECC,
and PUF primitives. Time synchronization among all entities
in the environment is a crucial requirement for the effective
implementation of the proposed scheme. The scheme is
divided into five distinct phases, each of which will be
thoroughly explained in the following sections.

A. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION PHASE
The trusted authority/server S selects a ‘‘non-singular elliptic
curve represented as y2 = x3 + ax + b, (mod q) over
the finite field Zq, where q is a large prime number and
the curve satisfies the equation 4a3 − 27b2 ̸= 0 (mod q),
with the point O as its infinity or zero point’’. S then
chooses an elliptic curve generation point P ∈ Eq(a, b)
of order n, such that n · P = O. S generates a public-
private key pair {PRS ,PBS}, where PRS is an element of
Z∗
q and PBS = PRS · P. S also selects a master key K

for itself. The parameters {PRS , PBS , K , Eq(a, b), P}

are stored securely in S’s tamper-proof memory, and the
parameters {PBS , Eq(a, b), P} are made public in the smart
manufacturing environment.

B. FMS UNIT DEPLOYMENT PHASE
During the FMS Unit Deployment Phase (FDP), S registers
an FMSi prior to deploying it in the environment. S carries
out these critical steps to successfully deploy the FMSi in a
smart manufacturing setting.

Step FDP1: S selects a challenge parameter CFMSi and a
unique identity IDFMSi . Next, S computes the pseudo-identity
PIDFMSi as PIDFMSi =h(IDFMSi ∥K ), where K is the master
secret key of S. S only stores and retains the IDFMSi in its
memory and forwards CFMSi , IDFMSi , and PIDFMSi through
a secure channel to FMSi.

Step FDP2: Upon receiving the CFMSi , IDFMSi , and
PIDFMSi parameters, FMSi computes RFMSi as RFMSi =

PUF(CFMSi ) and XFMSi as XFMSi = PIDFMSi ⊕ h(RFMSi ∥

IDFMSi ).FMSi storesCFMSi , IDFMSi , andXFMSi in its memory.
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C. USER REGISTRATION PHASE
The user registration phase (URP) requires the user (URj)
to register their mobile device (MDj) with the S in order
to access real-time information and communicate with a
designated FMSi. The S will provide secret credentials and
a list of approved FMSi for URj to obtain the information and
communicate further. The following procedure is followed by
the S to complete the URP phase.

Step URP1: URj picks an identity IDURj and forwards the
registration request along with the parameter to the S through
a secure private channel.

Step URP2: After obtaining the parameter IDURj , S
computes the pseudo-identity PIDURj as PIDURj = h(IDURj ∥

K ), where K is the master secret key of S. Next, S picks
challenge parameter CMDj . The S stores the IDURj in its
database, and transmits {CMDj , PIDURj} to URj via a secure
channel.

Step URP3: After receiving CMDj and PIDURj , URj
selects a password PSWURj and then computes AMDj =

PIDURj ⊕ h(IDURj ∥ PSWURj ), RMDj = PUF(CMDj ), and
MACMDj = h(PIDURj ∥ RMDj ). Next, store the credentials
{CMDj , AMDj , MACMDj , PUF(·)} in its own memory.

D. USER LOGIN PHASE
Step UL1: User URj enter his/her identity IDURj and

password PSW l
URj intoMDj.

Step UL2: MDj retrieves the parameters CMDj and AMDj
and then calculates RMDj = PUF(CMDj ), PIDURj = AMDj ⊕
h(IDURj ∥ PSW l

URj ), and MAC l
MDj = h(PIDURj ∥ RMDj ).

Next, MDj checks MAC l
MDj

?
= MACMDj , if it holds, URj

successfully login.

E. AUTHENTICATION AND KEY AGREEMENT PHASE
In the AKA phase, mutual authentication is performed
between entities and two session keys are established for
secure communication. One key is used to encrypt messages
between the FMS unit and mobile device, and the other for
messages between mobile device and server. The two keys
provide an extra layer of security, preventing unauthorized
access or tampering even if one key is compromised. The
following is a description of the intricate steps involved in
the authentication phase.

AKA1: Once URj has completed the login process, MDj
generates a random number rn1 and the current timestamp T1.
It then creates a message MSG1 consisting of the parameters
{rn1, T1} and sends it toMDj via an open channel.

AKA2: Upon receiving the message MSG1 at time T ∗

1 ,
FMSi checks the timeliness of T1 by verifying if |T ∗

1 −

T1|
?
≤ 1T , where 1T represents the maximum transmission

delay. If the condition is met, FMSi retrieves its own values
of CFMSi , IDFMSi , and XFMSi and selects random numbers
rn2 ∈ Z∗

q and rn3, and the current timestamp T2. FMSi
then computes RFMSi = PUF(CFMSi ), PIDFMSi = XFMSi ⊕

h(RFMSi ∥ IDFMSi ), SHSFS = rn2 · PBS , RSFMSi =

rn2 · P, M1 = (IDFMSi ∥ rn3) ⊕ h(SHSFS ∥ T2), and
M2 = h(PIDFMSi ∥ rn1 ∥ rn3 ∥ SHSFS ∥ RSFMSi ∥

T2), where RSFMSi is a random public key and SHSFS is a
shared secret. Then, FMSi generates a new messageMSG2 =

{M1, M2, RSFMSi , T2} and sends it toURj through the public
channel.

AKA3: After receiving the messageMSG2 at time T ∗

2 ,URj

checks the timeliness of T2 by verifying if |T ∗

2 − T2|
?
≤

1T . If the condition is met, URj picks a random number
rn4 ∈ Z∗

q , and current timestamp T3. URj then computes
SHSUS = rn4 · PBS , RSURj = rn4 · P, M3 = (IDURj ∥

rn1) ⊕ h(SHSUS ∥ T3), and M4 = h(PIDURj ∥ rn1 ∥

SHSUS ∥ RSURj ∥ T3), where RSURj is a random public key
and SHSUS is a shared secret. Then, URj constructs a new
message MSG3 = {MSG2, M3, M4, RSURj , T3} and sends
it to S through the public channel.
AKA4: S first check the freshness of the received message

by verifying the condition |T ∗

3 −T3|
?
≤ 1T . S then computes

SHSSU = PRS ·RSURj , (IDURj ∥ rn1) = M3⊕h(SHSSU ∥ T3),
and PIDURj = h(IDURj ∥ K ), where PRS is the private key
and K the master secret key of the S. Next, S checks IDURj
in the revocation list, and if it is found, abort the process,
else compute M∗

4 = h(PIDURj ∥ rn1 ∥ SHSSU ∥ RSURj ∥

T3) and then check the condition M∗

4
?
= M4. If it fails,

abort.
AKA5: S computes SHSSF = PRS · RSFMSi , (IDFMSi ∥

rn3) = M1 ⊕ h(SHSSF ∥ T2), PIDFMSi = h(IDFMSi ∥ K ),
and M∗

2 = h(PIDFMSi ∥ rn1 ∥ rn3 ∥ SHSSF ∥ RSFMSi ∥

T2). S then verifies the condition M∗

2
?
= M2. If it fails,

abort.
AKA6: S generates the current timestamp T4, and then

computes SKSU = h(PIDURj ∥ SHSSU ∥ rn1 ∥ T3 ∥ T4),
SKUF = h(PIDFMSi ∥ SHSSF ∥ rn1 ∥ rn3 ∥ T2 ∥ T3 ∥ T4),
X3 = SKSU ⊕ SKUF , and M5 = h(X3 ∥ SKSU ∥ T4), where
SKSU is the session key between URj and S and SKUF is
the session key between FMSi and URj. Then, S constructs a
message MSG4 = {X3, M5, T4} and sends it to URj through
the public channel.

AKA7: After receiving the message MSG4, URj verifies
the freshness of the received message. URj then computes
SKUS = h(PIDURj ∥ SHSUS ∥ rn1 ∥ T3 ∥ T4), SKUF =

X3 ⊕ SKUS , and M∗

5 = h(X3 ∥ SKUS ∥ T4), and verifies

the condition M∗

5
?
= M5, if it holds, store the session keys.

URj then generates the current timestamp T5 and computes
M6 = h(SKUF ∥ T5). Then URj constructs a message
MSG5 = {M6, T4, T5} and sends it to FMSi through the
public channel.

AKA8: Upon receiving the message MSG5, FMSi verifies
the freshness of the received message. FMSi then computes
SKFU = h(PIDFMSi ∥ SHSFS ∥ rn1 ∥ rn3 ∥ T2 ∥ T3 ∥ T4)

andM∗

6 = h(SKFU ∥ T5) and checks the conditionM∗

6
?
= M6.

If it holds, store SKFU as a session key.
Finally, the overall authentication and key agreement

procedure is briefed in Fig. 5.
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FIGURE 5. The login, authentication, and session key agreement procedures in the proposed scheme.

F. PASSWORD RESET PHASE
The following steps should be taken when it becomes
necessary for URj to update their password.
Step1: To initiate the password update process, IDURj and

the current password, PSW o
URj , must be entered intoMDj.

Step 2: The next step involves MDj retrieving the stored
parameters {CMDj , AMDj , MACMDj} from its memory. MDj
then computes RMDj = PUF(CMDj ), PIDURj = AMDj ⊕
h(IDURj ∥PSW

o
URj ), and MAC

l
MDj =h(PIDURj ∥ RMDj ). Next,

MDj checks MAC l
MDj

?
= MACMDj . If it fails, the password

update process is aborted. However, if the check is successful,
MDj prompts URj to enter a new password PSW n

URj and

updates the parameter AnMDj as A
n
MDj = PIDURj ⊕h(IDURj ∥

PSW o
URj ).

Step 3: After successfully updating the user’s password,
MDj updates the list of credentials in its memory as
{CMDj , A

n
MDj , MACMDj , PUF(·)}.

G. REVOCATION
If a legitimate URj loses its mobile device MDj, the server S
can issue and register a new mobile device, MDnewj , to URj.
To initiate this process, URj is required to provide their old
identity, IDURj . S then takes the following steps to register
the new device
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Step 1:URj picks its previous identity IDURj and sends it to
S. S computes URj’s pseudo-identity, PIDURj , and computed
as PIDURj ! =!h(IDURj ! ∥!K ), where K represents the secret
master key of S. Subsequently, S looks up PIDURj in its
database. If a corresponding record is found, S removes the
record linked to PIDURj and requests URj to submit a new
registration request message.

Step 2: Upon receiving the message from S, URj generates
a fresh and distinct identity denoted as IDnewURj and securely
sends the registration request message < IDnewURj > to
S. The subsequent steps follow the process outlined in
Subsection III-C.
Step 3: URj stores {Cnew

MDj , AnewMDj , MACnew
MDj , PUF(·)} in

MDnewURj . S keeps the credential PIDnewURj in its database.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section evaluates the security of our proposed scheme
through both informal and formal (mathematical) analysis
methods.

A. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS
This section demonstrates the robustness of our proposed
scheme against potential attacks.

1) IMPERSONATION ATTACK
Suppose adversary A intercepts the messages exchanged
during authentication and key agreement session: MSG1 =

{rn1, T1}, MSG2 = {M1, M2, RSFMSi , T2}, MSG3 =

{MSG2, M3, M4, RSURj , T3}, MSG4 = {X3, M5, T4},
and MSG5 = {M6, T4, T5}. A aims to impersonate URj
by creating valid messages MSG3 and MSG5 on behalf of
legitimate user or mobile deviceMDj. AlthoughA can create
its own random secrets and timestamps, it can’t create PIDURj
and can’t create a random shared secret and session key as the
private key PRS of S is unknown. Similar restrictions apply to
creating validMSG2 as the private key PRS of S and PIDFMSi
are unknown to A. Hence, our proposed scheme resists user,
FMS unit, and server impersonation attacks.

2) REPLAY ATTACK
Our proposed scheme resists relay attacks because if an
adversary A intercepts messages MSG1 ∼ MSG5 and
attempts to replay them later, they will be detected at the
recipient’s end due to the validation of timestamps included in
the messages. The validation of other parameters included in
the messages will also fail because timestamps are included
in these parameters.

3) MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK
In a scenario where an adversaryA intercepts all transmitted
messages MSG1 to MSG5 during the authentication and
key agreement process and tries to alter them, it becomes
clear from the impersonation attack analysis that A cannot
send a genuine message to the recipient S. Hence, the
authentication process ends. To alter message MSG2, A

must have knowledge of IDFMSi , RFMSi , K , and PRS .
Similarly, without knowledge of IDFMSi , RFMSi , K , IDURj ,
RURj , and PRS ,A cannot generate valid random numbers and
timestamps to modify MSG3, MSG4, and MSG5. Thus, our
scheme is immune to man-in-the-middle attacks.

4) MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION
The mutual authentication in our proposed scheme occurs
as follows: 1) In MSG3, S verifies if M∗

4 matches M4 to
authenticate URj; 2) In MSG3, S then checks if M∗

2 equals
M2 to authenticate FMSi; 3) In MSG4, URj verifies that M∗

5
is equal toM5 to authenticate S; 4) InMSG5, FMSi confirms
that M∗

6 is equal toM6 to authenticate URj.

5) ESL ATTACK
The CK-adversary model assumes that an adversary A is
aware of some ephemeral secrets (e.g., rn1, rn2, rn3, rn4).
The session keys SKUF and SKUS include both ephemeral
secrets and long-term secrets, such as K , PRS , and are
generated as SKUF = h(PIDFMSi ∥ SHSSF ∥ rn1 ∥ rn3 ∥

T2 ∥ T3 ∥ T4) and SKUS = h(PIDURj ∥ SHSUS ∥ rn1 ∥ T3 ∥

T4), respectively. It is difficult for the adversary to calculate
the session key with just knowledge of rn1, rn2, rn3, rn4,
making the scheme resistant to ESL attacks.

6) STOLEN DEVICE ATTACK
Suppose that the adversary A has acquired the stolen or
lost mobile device MDj of a legitimate user URj. Using
PA attacks, A can extract the stored data {AMDj , MACMDj}
from MDj’s memory. Despite obtaining this information,
A is unable to extract the encrypted secret credential, i.e.,
PIDURj , without accurately guessing IDURj and PSWURj .
As it is computationally infeasible for A to anticipate both
IDURj and PSWURj accurately, extracting the embedded CRP
(CMDj , RMDj ) from the PUF is also impossible. Likewise,
extracting the CRP (CFMSi , RFMSi ) from the PUF of FMSi
is also impossible. Hence, the proposed scheme is secure
against attacks using stolen mobile devices.

7) PRIVILEGED-INSIDER ATTACK
In our proposed scheme, the S holds the sole responsibility
for enrolling FMS units and users. To ensure security,
none of the registration information is transferred from the
registered FMSi and URj to the S. Instead, the FMSi and URj
securely obtain the necessary credentials from the S prior to
deployment in the smart manufacturing environment. This
effectively eliminates the risk of privileged-insider attacks by
adversary A.

8) PASSWORD GUESSING ATTACK
If a mobile device is lost or stolen and acquired by A,
all the stored parameters, including {CMDj ,AMDj ,PUF(·),
MACMDj}, can be retrieved. To obtain the password, A must
compute PIDURj =AMDj⊕h(IDURj ∥ PSW

l
URj ) andMAC

l
MDj =
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h(PIDURj ∥ RMDj ). However, without knowledge of IDURj ,
it is impossible for A to access the password.

9) ANONYMITY AND UNTRACEABILITY
In the authentication and key agreement process, if A
intercepts messages M1 to M5, it cannot determine the
user’s identity (IDURj ) or the identity of an FMSi unit from
the messages due to the inclusion of timestamps, random
numbers, and secret parameters like K and PRS . This results
in anonymity for both FMS units and users. Additionally,
every session has unique random numbers and timestamps,
making eachmessage distinct and dynamic, soA cannot track
a user across sessions, resulting in untraceability.

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS THROUGH RANDOM
ORACLE MODEL
The ROR is a well-established technique for evaluating
the security of session keys in cryptographic systems.
In recent times, it has become a widely adopted approach to
demonstrate the protection of session keys in authentication
protocols.

Before delving into the demonstration of session key
security through Theorem 1, it is important to highlight the
fundamental components of the ROR.
Participants. We use the symbols �

t1
UR, �

t2
FMS , and �

t3
S to

represent the t th1 , t th2 , and t th3 ofURj,FMSi, and S, respectively.
These symbols are also referred to as oracles.
Accepted state. An instance �t is considered to be in an

accepted state when it reaches this state upon receipt of the
final expected protocol message. The session identification
(sid) for �t instance is determined by combining all the
messages that were sent and received during the session in
the order in which they were communicated.
Partnering. Two instances, �t1 and �t2 , are considered

partners if they meet the following criteria: 1) Both are in a
state of acceptance, 2) Both mutually authenticate each other,
and 3) Both are reciprocally partnered.
Freshness. An instance �

t1
URj or �

t2
FMSi is considered fresh

if an adversary A does not possess the session key SKji
through a query known as the Reveal.

We assume that the adversary A has complete domination
over the communication within the network. This gives
A the power to not only eavesdrop on messages, but
also manipulate, eliminate, or inject unauthorized messages
during the exchange between entities.Moreover,A has access
to the following oracles:
Execute(�t1

URj , �
t2
FMSi , �

t3
S ): By performing this query, A

has the ability to intercept all messages exchanged between
URj, FMSi, and S. As a result of this interception, this query
is modeled as an eavesdropping attack by A.
Reveal(�t ): By performing this query, A reveals the SKs

generated between�
t1
UR and�

t3
FMS and between�

t1
UR and�

t2
S .

Send(�t , MSG): With this query, A can transmit the
messageMSG to �t and receive the reply message.

CorruptMD(�t1
UR): By utilizing this query, A can effec-

tively retrieve the confidential parameters stored in the stolen
mobile device.
CorruptFMS(�t2

FMS ): With the aid of this query, A is able
to extract the confidential parameters from the purloined FMS
unit.
Test(�t ): Through the utilization of this query, A can

transmit a request to �t to obtain the SK . Following this
request, �t generates a randomized response based on the
outcome of an unbiased coin flip b.
In addition, all participants, including A, are provided

access to the collision-resistant hash function h(·) and the
PUF function PUF(·). Both functions are used as random
oracle mechanisms.
Theorem 1: Suppose A is an adversary against the

proposed scheme P , operating within polynomial time (tp).
The variables Qs, Qh, and Qpuf indicate the number of
Send queries, Hash queries, and PUF queries made by
A, respectively. The range space of the h(·) function, key
length of PUF, and size of a uniformly distributed password
dictionary are denoted by |Hash|, |PUF |, and |DT |. The
advantage of A in compromising the ECDDHP is denoted
as AdvECDDHPA (tp). We can estimate the advantage of A in
compromising the session key security of our scheme as:

AdvPA(tp) ≤
Q2
h

|Hash|
+

Q2
puf

|PUF |
+

2 · Qs
|DT |

+ 2 · AdvECDDHPA (tp). (1)
Proof: The series of games played byA to compromise

the security of P can be denoted as Gamek , where
k = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. The variable Succk represents the
probability of success for A in winning Gamek within the
specified polynomial time tp. Specifically,
GameA0 : This game represents a simulation of the actual

attack by A against the P . The outcome of the game is
determined by flipping an unbiased coin, thus

AdvPA(tp) = |2 · Prob[Succ0] − 1|. (2)

GameA1 : In this game, an eavesdropping attack by A is
simulated, where A listens in on all communication between
URj,FMSi, and S during the AKA procedure. A then runs
the query Execute(�t1

UR, �
t2
FMS , �

t3
S ), followed by Test and

Reveal to verify the validity of the session keys (SKURjFi =

SKFiURj and SKURjS = SKSURj ). Note that both long-
term and short-term secrets are used to compute the session
keys between URj and FMSi and between S and URj. It is
computationally challenging for A to compute both keys,
and the probability ofAwinningGameA1 remains unchanged
from that of GameA0 . Hence, the indistinguishability of
GameA0 and GameA1 renders:

Prob[Succ1] = Prob[Succ0]. (3)

GameA2 : During the adversary’s attack, A executes Hash
and Send queries. The goal of these queries is to identify
hash collisions and extract information that can be used
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to compromise the session key security. While A performs
multiple Hash queries to check for collisions, it is unlikely
to observe any collisions when running the Send query.
The reason for this is that each message exchanged in the
scheme includes timestamps and random numbers, which
significantly reduces the likelihood of a hash collision. As a
result, the birthday paradox yields

|Prob[Succ2] − Prob[Succ1]| ≤
Q2
h

2|Hash|
. (4)

GameA3 : The game extends GameA2 and simulates the
PUF() query. It’s important to mention that the PUFs in FMSi
and MDj are secure, and therefore

|Prob[Succ3] − Prob[Succ2]| ≤
Q2
puf

2|PUF |
. (5)

GameA4 : This game simulates attacks on stolen or lost
MDj and password guessing. By using the CorruptMD(�

t1
UR)

query, A can obtain {CMDj , AMDj , PUF(·), MACMDj} from
a stolen or lost MDj. The goal for A is to extract the
encrypted secret information, i.e., PIDURj . To win the game,
Amust successfully determine both IDURj and PSWURj from
a limited number of guesses from the DT within a limited
number of tries, and therefore

|Prob[Succ4] − Prob[Succ3]| ≤
Qs

|DT |
. (6)

GameA5 : In this game, the primary objective of A is to
execute an active attack, with the purpose of acquiring the
session keys. To achieve this goal, A makes use of all
intercepted messages, which includes MSG1 through MSG5
from FMSi, MDj, and S, in addition to other confidential
parameters obtained from previous games. To accomplish
this, A must compute SKUF = h(PIDFMSi ∥ SHSSF ∥ rn1 ∥

rn3 ∥ T2 ∥ T3 ∥ T4) and SKUS = h(PIDURj ∥ SHSUS ∥

rn1 ∥ T3 ∥ T4). In simpler terms, A must successfully solve
the ECDDHP to obtain the session keys. It follows that

|Prob[Succ5] − Prob[Succ4]| ≤ AdvECDDHPA (tp). (7)

After completing all the games, A runs a ‘‘Test’’ query.
A fair coin is then flipped to assess the semantic security of
the session keys. Thus,

Prob[Succ5] =
1
2
. (8)

Thus, from (2) we have

1
2
AdvPA(tp) =

∣∣∣Prob[Succ0] −
1
2

∣∣∣. (9)

Using (8) and (9) as well as noting (3), we obtain

1
2
AdvPA(tp) = |Prob[Succ0] − Prob[Succ5]|

= |Prob[Succ1] − Prob[Succ5]|. (10)

TABLE 2. Execution time for various primitives [22].

By employing the well-known triangle inequality to (10),
we have

1
2
AdvPA(tp) ≤ |Prob[Succ1] − Prob[Succ2]|

+ |Prob[Succ2] − Prob[Succ3]|

+ |Prob[Succ3] − Prob[Succ4]|

+ |Prob[Succ4] − Prob[Succ5]|. (11)

When (4), (5), (6), and (7) into (11), we get

AdvPA(tp) ≤
Q2
h

|Hash|
+

Q2
puf

|PUF |
+ 2 ·

Qs
|DT |

+ 2 · AdvECDDHPA (tp). (12)

i.e., (1). This completes the proof.

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare the proposed scheme with similar
existing schemes, such as Sutrala et al. [23], Chen et al. [16],
He and Zeadally [24], Challa et al. [25], andWazid et al. [26].
The comparison details are as follows.

A. COMPUTATION OVERHEAD
In this section, we compare the computational overhead of
the proposed schemes with related schemes. The comparison
is based on the computation time of cryptographic operations
provided in Table 2 and uses experimental results reported
in [22]. To ensure a fair comparison, we exclude the
cryptographic operations involved in the registration phase
of both the proposed and related schemes as this is a one-
time process. Therefore, we focus only on the cryptographic
operations used in the login and authentication phase to
calculate the computational overhead of the proposed and
related schemes. We analyze the computational overhead of
Sutrala et al. [23], Chen et al. [16], He and Zeadally [24],
Challa et al. [25], and Wazid et al. [26].

In the proposed scheme, the user performs TP + 2TE +

7TH cryptographic operations, which takes approximately
10.41751ms to complete. Similarly, the server performs
2TE + 9TH cryptographic operations, which takes approx-
imately 11.039ms to complete. Furthermore, TP + 2TE +

5TH cryptographic operations are executed at the end
device, which costs approximately 9.79551ms. Therefore,
the aggregated computation overhead of the proposed scheme
is 31.25202ms. We also computed the computation overhead
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TABLE 3. Computational overhead comparison.

TABLE 4. Security and functionality features analysis.

of the related schemes [16], [23], [24], [25], and [26] in the
same way, and the results are shown in Table 3. As shown in
Table 3, the proposed scheme has less computation overhead
than all related schemes [23], [25], and [26] except for
schemes [16] and [24].

B. COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
Assuming bit sizes of 128 for identity and a random nonce,
32 for the current timestamp, 256 for the hash output/digest,
and 320 for the elliptic curve point, our proposed scheme
requires the transmission of five messages (MSG1–MSG5)
between a userURj, a server S, and an FMS unit (FMSi). This
results in a total communication overhead of 3616 bits for
exchanging five messages. The communication overheads of
the proposed scheme have been compared with those of other
related schemes in Table 5. While the total communication
overhead of our proposed scheme is higher than that of the
related schemes, it can be justified as our proposed scheme
has more security and functionality traits (see Table 4).

C. SECURITY AND FUNCTIONALITY FEATURES
COMPARISON
In Table 4, we present a comprehensive comparison of the
essential security and functionality features (SF∞–SF∞∋)

TABLE 5. Comparison of communication overheads.

of our proposed scheme and other existing competing
schemes. Our analysis clearly indicates that our proposed
scheme surpasses the other competing schemes in terms of
these features. Therefore, our scheme can be considered as
a better choice for users who prioritize robust security and
comprehensive functionality.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a lightweight authentication
scheme that addressed the need for secure communication
in the smart manufacturing industry. The scheme established
mutual authentication between FMS unit, user, and the server,
and generated two secure session keys for communication.
Our security analysis, including both formal and informal
methods, demonstrated the scheme’s effectiveness against
various known attacks. Furthermore, our performance anal-
ysis showed improved functionality and a higher level of
suitability compared to other existing related schemes. These
advantages made our proposed scheme a promising solution
for secure communication in the smart manufacturing
industry. However, we acknowledge that maintaining two
independent sessions may increase performance require-
ments. Additionally, evaluating the proposed scheme in a
real-world environment, such as implementing it in a test
sub-network, remains a key area of future research for
us. Moreover, exploring the development of a more secure
and lightweight privacy-preserving authentication scheme
specifically for cloud-based IIoT environments represents an
intriguing avenue for future research.
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